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                                                                                           Facilitator score   Average for module 

 
 How helpful was the face-to-face     
 facilitator to your learning?  
 
 How satisfied are you with the    
 performance of the face-to-face  
 facilitator? 
 
 Number of Survey Responses   

 
 Please add any comments that you have about your facilitator or the session. 
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Samuel Newton

4.42 4.16

4.88 4.4

24 255

This is the first face-to-face session in which I have not broken multiple high-scores in Minesweeper
and FreeCell. Sam was incredibly engaging and knowledgeable. He could work on time management
as certain activities were allocated too much time and others too little. He should also consider
deferring certain student questions to discuss after class or during break as certain students had
highly specific issues to discuss. Appreciated his systematic approach to CASB questions.

I have had Sam as my Face to Face facilitator before.  I must say he rocks!!!! He makes the Face to
Face fun.

Awesome guy!

He is very awsome

This is the second time I’ve had Sam as a facilitator and he is hands down the most engaging
facilitator I’ve encountered. I appreciate his energy and commitment.

Respect every student’s questions and concerns and makes best effort to address all of student’s
issues.

Wonderful facilitator!

my facilitator was excellent. He provided real life examples for better understanding. He was also very
good in explaining things and answering every single question. He is the best out of all facilitators i
had.

He was very approachable and made the class a lot of fun. I usually don’t like class participation but he
made it very easy to participate in class.

Sam was great with keeping the students engaged. He stressed the importance of debriefing a case
which is something I think is extremely important and not emphasized enough by other facilitators.

"THis was the first time in 5 mods that I have felt that the facilitator kept the students engaged. I really
appreciated Sam, he was a great instructor"

"I highly recommend that the Mod 4 and Mod 5 Sunday session be optional for students to attend.     In
other words, there should be no negative consequences by not attending. I believe that the large
majority of students already understand the concepts behind the Sunday objectives and do not require
the help of a facilitator - unless they want to be there.    For myself, I would rather use the Sunday case
material under a real exam setting at home or at work and not ""use it"" prior to actually studying.
Sunday only reduces the cases available for more realistic practice studying.    At this point, all the
students understand how to prepare and there is very little value add in Sunday sessions.     I strongly
suggest that the majority of the students would rather take the 6 hrs and spend it studying on their
own or by doing additional work instead of going thru the sample cases.    Everyone is tired and there
is no further learning done as we have covered the materials already in prior two days.    Therefore, the



session would be much better if students could elect to attend as this would allow them to have more
time with the facilitator with specific questions.     I promise that the overall satisfaction would greatly
improve. It helps with more tutoring for whose who need/want it and it provides more time to self
sufficient students. Everyone wins!     The FFIS are most useful for quants as ""case writing
improvement"" cannot be taught over a weekend - or really improved significantly at this point.    On
another note, most students agreed during the weekend that the new marking reports do not provide
much value and often confuse matters as the final results do not appear to agree to the ""submitted""
report card."

Sam is brilliant. His teaching and presentation of the information is second to none. When I found out I
had Sam again for Module 5 (I had Sam for Module 4) I could not be more happier! He is a great asset
to CASB.

great facilitator with a funny sense of humor - knowledgeable and ensures students are aware of the
main topics

"Great facilitator, helpful and energetic!"

Sam is a very fair faciliator. He keeps the students engaged and does a thorough review of material.

"He was very knowledgeable, and was able to teach in a way that makes sense to me. Complex issues
become much easier for me."

Very good as always


